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Shibari Book
The Complete Shibari series is the most complete and accessible English-language guide to shibari ever published. Author
Douglas Kent strips away shibari's mystery and reveals how to create visually stunning compositions with rope and the
human form... in your own home or play space.
Complete Shibari
Complete Shibari Volume 1 by Douglas Kent Book MPE1300. About the series Shibari is the Japanese-inspired art of tying a
subject to not only immobilize them, but to do so elegantly and beautifully creating an intimate and erotic experience for
both the subject and the person tying.
Douglas Kent's Complete Shibari: Land: 1: Kent, Douglas ...
This is a book for those who already have some experience with shibari and want to progress to exploring suspensions. The
book shows how to assess and prepare the suspension points, and goes into great detail about the safety aspects of
suspending a person with ropes.
Amazon.com: Shibari Suspensions: A Step by Step Guide ...
UPDATE 11/04/2020 As our country continues to fight the growing pandemic, customer and employee safety is our number
one priority. Our product catalog has been limited to provide you the customer with the highest quality product, produced
safely and shipped to you quickly in these uncertain times.
Educational Rope Bondage Books - The Twisted Monk
Shibari Fundamentals •I. Basics Simple Knots, Basic 1 & 2 Column Ties, and Tie Offs for BDSM •II. Intermediate Exploring
Upper and Lower Body Harnesses •III. Advanced Partial/Full Suspension Techniques © 2010 Tony Buff & Derek da Silva
Shibari Fundamentals I Basics - Tony Buff
Book Stuff. Browse by Tag. Sort by View Douglas Kent 4-pack. $95.00 $115.00. View Complete Shibari Volume 1: Land ...
Complete Shibari Volume 2: Sky. $25.00 View Rogue Hojojutsu. $30.00 View The Better Built Bondage Book. $35.00 Home /
Collections / Book Stuff ...
Book Stuff – Douglas Kent Rope
According to Boodram, Shibari is “used to improve trust in relationships.” Too Hot To Handle skimmed over the step-by-step
instruction and jumped right into the entertaining, but not altogether...
What Is Shibari? Japanese Rope Bondage From 'Too Hot Too ...
Sydona recommends Shibari Study, which is an online, subscription-based, anthology of classes and tutorials for all levels,
taught by internationally renowned Shibari experts. You can also read,...
What Is Shibari? Experts Explain the Art of Japanese Rope ...
Shibari takes dedication and patience to master, but you will develop a skill that can lead to a deeper sense of trust and a
greater bond between you and your partner.
A Beginner's Guide To Shibari (AKA Rope Sex)
Shibari and rope bondage is always changing . Through Shibari conventions and classes with local instructors, different
styles and trends emerge - ties can be all the rage for a season, and pop up ...

The art of kinbaku, also known as shibari, is an elegant way to connect with a partner or add erotic spice in your life.
Japanese-style bondage artist Shin Nawakiri shares his safe, sexy, and beautiful techniques in this newly-translated book,
which contains numerous ties for the beginner artist and for intermediate or advanced players, including: sensual body
wrapping without knots, binding one wrist or body column, body harnesses, futomomo (thigh ties), and takate kote (chest
and arm binding). Explore the history of kinbaku, practical shibari for graceful and steamy play, the psychology of bondage
(for those tying and those being bound), and more. Now is your time to enjoy this delicious form—learning from a renowned
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rope artist in the privacy of your home.
About the series...Shibari is the Japanese-inspired art of tying a subject to not only immobilize them, but to do so elegantly
and beautifully - creating an intimate and erotic experience for both the subject and the person tying.Adopted by rope
enthusiasts all over the world, shibari (literally "to tie” or "to bind”) is a cornerstone of erotic rope art and the subject of
captivating performances and photographs. However, in-depth resources for learning the art are difficult to obtain, making
shibari intimidating, obscure and difficult to master...Until now.The Complete Shibari series is the most complete and
accessible English-language guide to shibari ever published. Author Douglas Kent strips away shibari's mystery and reveals
how to create visually stunning compositions with rope and the human form... in your own home or play space.About
Complete Shibari: LandComplete Shibari Volume 1: Land explores the essential ground-based ties and forms of shibari. With
short, clear explanations and over 450 lavish, step-by-step illustrations and photographs, Douglas Kent introduces the basic
"building blocks”, then guides you in applying those basics to create a full range of beautiful and exciting ground-based
shibari ties.This is not a "knot book” - if you can tie an overhand knot, you already know half the knots you'll ever need. This
practical, hands-on guide to doing shibari covers everything from choosing and preparing rope, to scene safety, to the
techniques... and the reasoning behind the techniques. Complete Shibari Volume 1: Land is a ground-breaking, must-have
book for anyone interested in playing with rope. Buy it today and tie tonight!
Welcome to the beginners guide to Shibari. In this book you will learn about what it takes to safely and confidently perform
the Japanese art of Shibari otherwise known as bondage. The secret here is that not all bondage is sexual in nature. While it
is obviously associated with that as well, it is also independently considered an art form and is practiced by very serious
artists. The main difference is being in the word chosen to describe it. The word Shibari in Japanese is specific to the act of
tying, or binding. Whereas Kinbaku is the more sexual side of it, the word associated the BDSM and sex games side of
things. If you are referring to a beautiful artistic display that, while erotic, is limited to an artist's interpretation and not a
sex act then you would be speaking of Shibari. Here is a preview of what you'll learn: - What is Shibari? - Materials for the
Japanese art of Shibari - Knotting and Tying - The knot tying of hands "stirrup" - The tying of hands "stirrup" (another
variation) - The wrist knot "chain" - The knotting under arm "rat-tail stopper" - Connecting neck with both arms "common
whipping" - Leg bind "round lashing" - Hip tie "square lashing" - Ankle's tying - Chest knots - Chest bind "figure 8 knot" Chest bind "figure 8 knot" with hands - Advanced Knotting & Tying - The rope tying of hands, shoulders and legs - Double
loops to tie mid arm mark "bowline" - The tying "fisherman's knot" - Sturdy knot of body "overhand bow" - The tying neck &
back "common cross whipping" - The tying "cow hitch" - "Constrictor knot" - Humble coin knot "double overhand" - The
tying "ashley stopper knot" - Difficult tying of waist, legs and head - The knotting rope
"The author provides step-by-step guidance on how to achieve Japanese rope bondage on both genders and a variety of
body types." -- Provided by publisher.
Sexually curious adults can learn how to enjoy bedroom bondage in an easy step-by-step fashion while still being tasteful,
playful, and authentic Rope bondage is not just about tying someone up; it is an opportunity for sensuality, creativity,
playfulness, connection, and passion. Bondage artist and educator Lee Harrington takes you on a journey through easy stepby-step ties and exercises for bringing you and your partner closer together through this beautiful art form. The second
book in the Shibari You Can Use series, More Shibari You Can Use picks up where the first book left off, with all new ties in a
playful, down-to-earth, and engaging voice. But it's about more than the bondage. This time you also get a chance to
connect more with your partner through a variety of exercises that explore touch, dominance and submission, intimacy,
and trust. With beautifully shot images by RiggerJay, this guide offers intermediate techniques for those ready for a
challenge, broken down into clear directions for new and experienced "riggers" alike. Find techniques for learning rope
bondage negotiation, speed restraint (Texas handcuffs and speed-release corsets), intricate confinement (the reverse box
tie and the woven head cage), beautiful erotic rope (from the Triskelion crotch rope to the floral chest harness), and much
more. Are you ready to have fun? To deepen your connection with your partner? To create beautiful artwork woven on the
human form? To add some spice to your erotic life? Now is your chance. Set aside your concerns about tying someone up,
grab this book and some rope, and learn passionate rope bondage for an intimate connection.
The art of Japanese-style rope bondage has become increasingly popular in recent years both for its beautiful visual aspect,
and for the intimacy it creates between tying partners. This detailed reference book of fundamental suspension techniques
will help you understand both the ties and the body that is tied. Its easy-to- use structure encourages you to think creatively
and adapt everything to your own needs. It emphasises learning for both riggers and models by explaining rope from both
perspectives. Begin adding gravity to your rope play sessions with the range of simple partial suspensions - whilst building
up the tools to learn the more challenging full suspensions. The process of suspension is broken down into its core
components, such as: - Anatomy and body mechanics within ropes. - An in-depth look at the takate kote. - A variety of other
suspension harnesses. - Line management techniques. It also gives detailed background information on: - Communication
and negotiation. - Safety. - Your equipment, and how to maintain it. - Assessing hardpoints.
This entertaining, photo-illustrated book teaches 37 step-by-step techniques for tying sensual and beautiful rope bondage.
Two Knotty Boys Showing You The Ropes is designed for fun, easy, hands-on practice with more than 750 photographs and
captions, tied and written by the world-acclaimed bondage experts the Two Knotty Boys.
SHIBARI FOR BEGINNERSThe ultimate guide on everything about shibari (Japanese bondage), guide and pictures.This guide
has all it takes to perform the art safely and with confidence.Shibari is an art practiced by serious artist aside the fact that
not every bondage is sexually in natureShibari is an act of tying and binding but not the sexual aspect of it.The sexual
aspect of it what you will catch up with as you read on, it is called shinbakuThis guide is going to show you all about shibari
and simple and easy way to approach it or get started.
Sexually curious adults learn how to enjoy bedroom bondage in an easy step-by-step fashion while still being tasteful and
playful Japanese-style rope bondage and erotic macramé may look complicated and intimidating, but you can learn the
basics of this beautiful, sexy art form today. Bondage artist and educator Lee Harrington takes you step by step through a
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variety of concepts and ties, giving you the tools to make aesthetically rewarding ropework. Each tutorial is broken down
into easy-to-follow photographs by RiggerJay with detailed descriptions of each step, including how to tie all those knots.
From restrictive poses that limit movement to decorative rope that accentuates the human form, Shibari You Can Use
includes instruction on creating Shinju (chest harnesses), Gyaku Ebi (Asian-style hogtie), Ebi or Kuri (shrimp or ball ties),
rope corsets, strap-on harnesses and crotch ropes, and much more. How do you discuss your desires? What if you feel silly
the first time? Where do you turn if you're experienced and need new ideas? What about rope care? Open up the pages of
Shibari You Can Use to find answers to these and other questions. Pick up this book, shake off your fears about tying
someone up, and get some rope, and you too can learn Japanese-style rope bondage and erotic macramé.
The pioneering book on getting tied up for fun, from bedroom play to advanced suspensions. You'll learn all about finding
the right partner for rope bondage (aka shibari or kinbaku), types of rope bondage scenes, avoiding injuries, pain
processing, and the 7 Helpful Skills of Rope Bottoming, including Mindfulness, Being Prepared, and Communicating With
Your Rope Top. You'll also learn how to evaluate a suspension hardpoint for safety and much more! Sprinkled throughout
are photos plus true stories of rope bondage scenes that went wrong and scenes that went right. You'll also find a list of
valuable rope bottoming resources.
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